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Timesheets module of Accord Payroll 

Accord Timesheets

Accord Timesheets combines the strengths of 

web-based and client/server technologies to 

provide an end-to-end solution for timesheet 

data entry. Timesheets can be completed at any 

location where an internet connection is available.

Unique design 

Accord Timesheets has flexibility and user control 

at the centre of its design. As with all of our 

software it delivers real economies in processing 

costs in any setting. 

Any number of levels of authorisation, checking and validation can 

be provided before data is passed to the central payroll processing 

function. Full reporting is available for head-office payroll staff so 

the progress of data entry can be monitored.  

Remote sites can produce local reports from the Accord Payroll 

database, including employee payslips, work history, payroll run 

summaries, and management and cost reports.  

validation and final payroll reports. In these cases, data is entered 

and validated by clients at remote sites and offices, while the 

centralised bureau function processes the payroll. This removes a 

whole layer of data entry, resulting in massive efficiency gains.  

For staff agencies, a pay-and-charge solution can be implemented 

by combining Accord Timesheets, the Accord Invoicing and Credit 

Control Module (ICCM), and payroll accounts. In specialised 

sectors such as construction, a system of trades and rates ensure 

accurate charging and costing. Employees are assigned to projects 

and jobs, which are then linked to customers (client organisations) 

and timesheets for each period are created. In all scenarios, 

multiple timesheet templates are available and can be configured 

and amended by administrators (central payroll staff).

Accord Timesheets is designed for any situation where varying 

hourly pay is used, or where there is a need to enter a large volume 

of variable payments and deductions, whether you are a staff 

agency or a single organisation.

It is also useful for some payroll bureaus, accountants and network 

businesses whose clients will benefit from decentralised data entry, 
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Individual users and clients run the user interface and ‘business 

logic’ on their PC or laptop, while the back-office functions run 

on a central server. Because only data is transferred between the 

central database and remote sites – not the screen layouts and data 

tables – the system is extremely fast, which is essential for bulk 

data entry.  

Effective use of technology 

Timesheet templates are set up according to your requirements. 

Staff agencies and other service providers will also set up 

companies (clients) and assignments (allocation of employees 

to jobs for clients). An employee can work on any number of 

recordable tasks during a given period, even where different pay 

and charge rates apply. Pay and costing for each of these tasks will 

be pre-configured to minimise errors. Timesheets for each period 

can be created centrally or at the point of data entry. All timesheet 

tasks can be carried out centrally or delegated to branch level.  

Employee or candidate data (starters or changes) can be entered 

directly on timesheets or in the main payroll system via an HR 

system or contact-management system interface. This information 

is then immediately available to all users. Timesheets are then 

populated and marked as complete, making them available for 

checking and validation.  

Summary screens show how many timesheets are awaiting 

completion or validation at any time. Once data is validated it is 

passed to the main payroll system for processing. Staffing agencies 

can also pass information to the optional ICCM.  

Accord Timesheets can also be accessed via the Accord MyPay 

online payslip and self-service module, creating even more options 

for data entry.  

Operation
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Accord Timesheets uses the 

minimum number of components 

to capture any requirement. 

Example one shows a simple setup 

for a single organisation that 

processes internal timesheets. 

Example two shows how the 

system is used by a staffing agency 

to service its clients. This second 

example also shows other optional 

modules in use. 

A simple design, scalable to any 
requirement 


